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Abstract  
The report is to help comprehend the assessment of the Customer Relationship Management 

System of Robi Axita Limited. Client relationship the board (CRM) is the mix of practices, 

methodologies and advances that organizations use to oversee and investigate client 

collaborations and information all through the client lifecycle, with the objective of improving 

client support connections and aiding client maintenance and driving deals development  The 

fundamental object is to be comfortable with this present reality situation and client association 

in a business firm. To assess the CRM practices of the Robi Axita Limited is through obtaining 

new clients and holding the current clients. The information has been gathered by utilizing a 

particular technique. The wellspring of data on this report can be partitioned into two classes. 

The essential information will be gathered through talking about casually with office workforce 

and mentioning objective facts during the time of temporary job and so forth. Some optional 

data additionally has used to make the report increasingly concrete.   

Robi Axita Limited is a private limited Outsourcing organization which was established in 2008 

under the leadership of Mr. Ashfaqur Rahman who is the CEO and Managing Director of the 

company. Data Path Limited is a private limited Outsourcing organization operating in 

Bangladesh working for national and international companies. Data Path focuses on the 

preservation of traditional values of professionalism and integrity while integrating creativity and 

innovation through the adoption of modern technological advancements.  

Robi Axita Limited is the most basic budgetary association for the money related improvement 

of any country. It gives advance and hypothesis to a considerable number of individuals, firms, 

and families and besides for certain units of government. It is generally acknowledged this most 

significant money related organization ought to be modernized and advanced to give legitimate 

CRM condition since client relationship the executives is pivotal to serving the client better path 

in the aggressive business field. 
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Chapter – 1  

Introduction  
 

 

 

  

 



1.1Background of the Study  

 

Bangladesh has ranked to developing the country in this year and this achievement has opened 

this possibility of economic growth, as well as improvement of technology. In any case, today 

there is an absurd change. The changing business condition is portrayed by cash related 

progress, developing conflict, high client decision, referencing client, more feature on quality 

and estimation of procurement, and so forth. These developments have made the present maker 

move from standard publicizing to current progressing. Present-day publicizing calls for more 

than structure up a thing, regarding it, moving it and making it available to the objective client. 

It requests to fabricate trust, a coupling power and respect incorporated an association with the 

clients. Customer relationship management (CRM) is a technology for managing all your 

company’s relationships and interactions with customers and potential customers. 

This is the significant arranged assistance that furnished me to have a significant examination of 

it. CRM is a direct hypothesis that puts the customer at the center of a business affiliation's 

methods, activities and culture to improve his satisfaction of organization and, along these lines, 

enlarge the advantages for the affiliation. CRM programming has specific strengthening 

capacities, with the exception of regular record, contact, and action the executives in the 

broadcast communications industry. Telecom CRM frameworks help in controlling client stir as 

they study information assembled from other utilitarian circles like deals and administration. I 

chipped away at CRM of Robi Axita Limited. I make the best set out to explain this endeavor 

with the material read, tuned in and viewed. I unequivocally believe that this endeavor will 

direct and encourage them to understand the undertakings of the system concerning CRM and 

even more perceptibly have incredible finding out about Robi Axita Limited. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.salesforce.com/crm/


 

1.2 Objectives of the Study  

 

The principal reason for existing is to be comfortable with this present reality condition and 

client contribution in a business firm. The customary arrangement of study is old in the present 

world. Thus, I have a few targets in my examination. The examination essentially directed with 

the accompanying targets:    

• To the assessment of CRM of the Robi Axita Limited in procuring new clients and 

holding. 

• To increase the pace of benefit for promoting exercises.  

• To cultivate more noteworthy long haul unwaveringness from the client. 

• To restore the individual organization hint through relationship building. 

• To support the lifetime estimation of each customer through deliberately pitching. 

• To enable the fulfill customer needs at the ideal time with the right offer 

• To increase the pace of benefit for promoting exercises. 

 

1.3 Scope of the Study   

 

The extent of the investigation is restricted to the branch level so to speak. The extent of the 

examination is restricted. This has been set up through wide converse with agents and with the 

customer. While setting up this report, I had a mind-boggling opportunity to have an all-around 

data of all the CRM activities practice by the Robi Axita Limited.  

 

 

 

 

            



1.4 Methodology of the Study 

 

The data has been assembled by using a specific framework. The wellspring of data on this 

report can be separated into two classes. The essential information will be gathered through 

talking about casually with office work force and mentioning objective facts during the time of 

temporary job and so forth. Some auxiliary data likewise has used to make the report 

progressively concrete. This data is assembled from various handouts of the association, papers, 

site, article, and so forth.  

 

 

1.4.1 Source of Data   

 

Primary Sources of Data   

 

• Face to face discussion with the Robi Axita Limited social event and gathering data for 

the venture act as unmistakably as could be expected under the circumstances.  

• Practical work exposures from various desks.   

• Relevant record examines as given by the officers concerned.   

• Direct correspondence with the customers.  

 

 

Secondary Sources of Data   

 

• Annual report  

• Relevant books, newspapers, and journals   

• Different articles regarding the system on the Internet  

• Website of Robi Axita Limited 

 



1.4.2 Data Collection Method  

For the association, part information has been assembled through various distributed articles, 

diary, and leaflets. Formal survey for data accumulation is utilized for better comprehension of 

CRM in Robi Axita Limited. Central association Information is assembled through easygoing 

talks with Relationship bosses and specific Unit heads of Robi Axita Limited.  

 

1.4.3 Data Analysis  

In the organization, part data is given descriptively. In the report, part information analysis has 

been shown by using several graphical charts to evaluate CRM of Robi Axita Limited.  

 

 

1.5 Limitations of Study  

 

The Internship was distinctly for twelve weeks, of which the initial a month have been spent in 

direction to the association and concerned office. It was difficult to assemble all the required 

information in such a short period. Consequently, beyond what many would consider possible 

just on the available dispersed data and a specific degree of formal and easygoing gathering.  

 

 

The main constraints of the study are an insufficiency of data, which was required for the 

study. There is various information the officials can't give because of security and other 

corporate obligations. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Chapter – 2 

Profile of Robi Axita Limited 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1 Background of the Study 

Axiata (Bangladesh) Limited is a dynamic and driving countrywide GSM correspondence 

arrangement supplier. It is a joint endeavor organization between Axiata Group Berhad, 

 

 



Malaysia, and NTT DOCOMO INC, Japan. Axiata (Bangladesh) Limited, some time ago known 

as Telekom Malaysia International (Bangladesh), started its activity in 1997 under the brand 

name Aktel among the pioneer GSM portable media communications specialist co-ops in 

Bangladesh. Afterward, on 28th March 2010, the organization began its new venture with the 

brand name Robi.  

Robi is genuinely a people-arranged brand of Bangladesh. Robi, the individuals' victor, is there 

for the individuals of Bangladesh, where they need and the manner in which they need. Having 

the nearby convention at its center, Robi walks ahead with advancement and inventiveness. To 

guarantee driving edge innovation, Robi has the global ability of Axiata and NTT DOCOMO 

INC. It bolsters 2G voice, CAMEL Phase II and III and GPRS/EDGE administration with fast 

web network. Its GSM administration depends on hearty system engineering and front line 

innovation, for example, Intelligent Network (IN), which gives significant serenity arrangements 

regarding voice clearness, broad across the country organize inclusion and various worldwide 

accomplices for universal meandering. It has the most stretched out International Roaming 

inclusion in Bangladesh interfacing 550 administrators crosswise over 205 nations. Its client-

driven arrangement incorporates esteem included administrations (VAS), quality client care, 

simple access call focuses, computerized organize security, and adaptable duty rates.  

With its qualities and skills created throughout the years, Robi plans to give the best quality 

administration involvement as far as inclusion and availability to its clients all over Bangladesh. 

Together with its interesting capacity to create nearby bits of knowledge, Robi makes 

unmistakable administrations with neighborhood flavor to stay near the hearts of its clients.  

TMIB, a joint endeavor between Telekom Malaysia Berhad and A.K.Khan and Co. Ltd was set 

up in 1996. The organization propelled its cell benefits on November 15, 1997, under the brand 

name Aktel Telekom Malaysia (TM), the greater part investor with 70 percent, is monetarily 

solid and globally famous for its effective endeavor, the market chief in the telecom business of 

Srilanka. TM has a worldwide nearness in 11 nations with staff quality 30,000 gatherings wide. 

TM has a 27.3 % stake in Pakistan, Indonesia's third-biggest versatile administrator, and a 47.7 

% stake in Idea cell of India. Chittagong based A.K. Khan Group is one of the most established 

industry places of Bangladesh. During the Pakistan time frame, it was eminent as one of the 

twenty-two business lines of Pakistan.  



 

2.2 Services  

 

Through our experienced team, we offer customized solutions for improving efficiency for key 

TPA processes. In short, we provide the following services:  

 

 

2.2.1 Plan Selection and Management  

 

Robi Axita handles the subtleties with packaged recordkeeping and association organizations, 

counting plan documentation, structure preparation, consistency testing, and anything is possible 

from that point 

 

• Audit the business' controlled assembling just as collaborated organization pack 

condition. 

• Design an arrangement custom-made to the requirements of the proprietors, 

workers and the business itself.  

• If we are assuming control over an arrangement as of now in presence, we will audit the 

current arrangement arrangements and if necessary prescribe changes to completely meet 

the business' objectives and goals.   

• Prepare the Summary Plan Description required to be scattered to structure individuals. 

 

 

 

2.2.4 Administration and Recordkeeping Service  

 

We play out the accompanying administrations to accommodate smooth and effective 

Arrangement task:  



• Maintain member vested rate records.  

• Determine qualification for designation of manager commitments and Relinquishments.  

• Allocate manager and representative commitments.  

• Allocate plan income.  

• Allocate relinquishments, if appropriate.  

• Distribution handling: Calculation of appropriation sum, planning of required 

dissemination sees discharge structures.   

 

 

 

2.3 Contact Us  

 

 

Head office address:  

Robi Corporate Office  

53, Nafi Tower, Gulshan South Avenue  

Gulshan 1, Dhaka - 1212 

09610 000 888 

info.robishop@robi.com.b

d 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter - 3 

Theoretical Aspects  

 

 
 



3.1 Literature Review  

 

Client Relationship Management (CRM) has turned out to be one of the most unique innovation 

themes of the thousand years. As indicated by Chen and Popovich (2003), CRM isn't an idea that 

is extremely new yet rather because of current improvement and advances in data and endeavor 

programming innovation, it has accepted reasonable importance. The base of CRM is 

relationship advertising, which has the target of improving the long haul benefit of clients by 

moving endlessly from item driven promoting. On the off chance that all clients were similar, 

there will be little requirement for CRM business. He further clarifies that, notwithstanding client 

support, CRM would likewise incorporate, fabricating, item testing, amassing just as acquiring, 

and charging, and human asset, promoting, deals and designing.CRM is a muddled application 

which means client information, which has been recovered from all the touch purposes of the 

client, which at that point makes and empower the association to have total perspective on the 

clients. The outcome is that organizations can reveal and decide the correct sort of clients and 

foreseeing pattern of their future buys. CRM is likewise characterized as an all grasping 

methodology that consistently coordinates deals, client assistance, promoting, field support, 

what's more, different capacities that touch clients. They further expressed that CRM is thought 

with respect to how an association can keep their most beneficial clients and at the equivalent 

time decrease cost, increment in estimations of collaboration which at that point prompts high 

benefits. The two-way correspondence has been improved significantly by advances in 

innovation especially the Internet. In term of data innovation (IT), CRM implies a venture – wide 

combination of  

advances cooperating, for example, information distribution center, site, and intranet/extranet, 

telephone emotionally supportive network, bookkeeping, deals, promoting and generation. 

Kotler (2000) guaranteed that CRM utilizes IT to assemble information, which would then be 

able to be utilized to create data procured to make a more individual connection with the client. 

In the long haul, it creates a technique for nonstop investigation and fortification so as to upgrade 

a client's lifetime esteem with firms. Goldenberg (2000) accepts that CRM isn't simply 

innovation applications for promoting, deals furthermore, benefits yet rather when it is 

effectively executed; it empowers firms to have cross functional, client-driven, innovation 



incorporated business process the boarding procedure that maximizes connections. Jaw et al 

(2003) expressed that because of numerous mechanical arrangements  

accessible for CRM robotization, it is frequently misinterpreted as a bit of innovation. In any 

case, they kept up that lately numerous organizations have understood the key significance of 

CRM, what's more, subsequently, it is turning into a business esteem exertion as opposed to 

innovation-driven exertion. Utilizing data innovation as an empowering agent, CRM technique 

uses key utilitarian territories to boost productivity of client associations (Chen and Popovich, 

2003). It has been perceived that mechanical headways and advancements, sharply focused 

advertising condition, combined with the web are principle drivers of present and future client 

benefit which makes it conceivable to suitably and proportionately dispense company's assets to 

every single practical zone that influence client relationship ( Chou et al, 2003). For clients, 

CRM offers customization, straightforwardness, and accommodation for finishing exchanges 

independent of the sort of channel of association utilized (Gulati and Garino, 2000). Numerous 

organizations today understand the significance of CRM and its capability to enable them to 

accomplish and continue an aggressive edge (Peppered, 2000). This view was additionally 

supported by Bose (2002) that because of changing nature of the worldwide condition and 

rivalry, firms can't contend positively with minor favorable circumstances and stunts that can 

without much of a stretch be replicated by contending firms. The execution of CRM is an 

empowered chance to transcend minor preferences with genuine concentrate on creating real 

associations with clients. Firms those are best at conveying what clients need are the bound to be 

pioneers of things to come. 

 

3.2 Benefits  

 

Clients have consistently been significant for organizations, yet today their significance is 

especially refreshing for the benefit of the endeavor. This is to a great extent a direct result of 

quick globalization and developing challenge. Clients currently have an assortment of choices 

accessible with them for obtaining a specific item. They can without much of a stretch make 

examinations, shop or even switch organizations in the event that they are not happy with the 



administration. Prior, the business procedures of various business capacities were separated from 

each other and, along these lines, different client data were divided into unconcerned 

frameworks. There was no arrangement for merging all the client-related data so as to give a 

bound together perspective on a client to the association and its workers who need to cooperate 

with the clients. In any case, this issue was settled with the assistance of CRM frameworks. The 

client relationship the board frameworks involve a lot of apparatuses that catch client data from 

all client contact focuses (strategies for associating with clients) like email, phone, fax, retail 

locations, organization's site, and so forth. 

 

• Help associations to decide their most beneficial clients and build up a long haul 

association with them. This can expand the company's business income.  

 

• Results in decreased agitate rate (the number of clients who quit purchasing or 

utilizing the results of an organization) by empowering the organizations to alter and 

customize the items as indicated by client needs, inclinations. purchasing propensities, 

and so on.  

 

• Empowers arrangement of better client support and backing over all the touch 

focuses, whichever the client employments. 

 

 

3.3 Types/Variations of CRM  

 

Nowadays, three major types of customer relationship management systems, namely 

• Operational CRMs 

• Analytical CRMs 

• Collaborative CRMs 



1. Operational CRM 

As the name proposes, operational CRM helps organizations in dealing with their every day 

showcasing, deals, and client support tasks. These stages are the most well-known kind of CRM 

and are mainstream among organizations in a wide scope of ventures. 

Showcasing mechanization apparatuses enable you to robotize parts of your promoting, so you 

can all the more adequately target clients at different phases of the business channel. For 

example, an operational CRM deals with unsurprising undertakings like starting an email 

crusade at whatever point another prospect enters the framework.  

 

Salesforce computerization, or deals power the executives, is a noteworthy segment of numerous 

CRM frameworks. This element can enable you to deal with your pipelines, sustain leads, obtain 

new clients, and locally available new customers easily.  

 

This may include naturally following and refreshing their status from prospect to qualified lead 

once they've finished certain activities or met explicit criteria.  

 

For instance, Propeller's CRM enables you to mechanize multi-step email battles intended to 

transform contacts into paying clients. You essentially choose which exercises or collaborations 

trigger the crusade and the CRM deals with the rest naturally.  

 

Administration computerization is intended to give a more elevated amount of client assistance.  

A CRM with administration computerization can give supportive data by means of email, instant 

message, or a telephone helpline relying upon client inclinations. This makes a progressively 

steady client experience, yet it likewise opens up your colleagues to concentrate on all the more 

squeezing errands. 



2. Analytical CRM 

Explanatory CRMs make it simpler to deal with the procedures of the client obtaining and 

maintenance, just as monitor client subtleties. This is a perfect answer for organizations that need 

to gather and break down a lot of information.  

 

The three primary elements of a scientific CRM framework are:  

 

• Customer Acquisition: Turning prospects into clients and upselling where conceivable.  

 

• Customer Retention: Keeping current clients cheerful and returning for additional.  

 

• Managing Data: Tracking client associations and other data that can improve your main 

concern.  

 

The more information your business assembles on buyer practices, examples and torment focus, 

the better you can tailor your advertising and deals techniques to new and existing clients.  

 

Inspecting client information can likewise enable you to distinguish places where your business 

pipe needs de-stopping up or feature a typical issue confronting current clients. An investigation 

CRM gives the data you have to reframe your showcasing and grow better approaches to speak 

with your objectives. 

 

 



3. Collaborative CRM 

This third sort of CRM framework is intended to improve the client experience. Synergistic 

CRM highlights streamline correspondence for all gatherings - both between the client and your 

organization and between different divisions and partners.  

 

These CRMs empower organizations to track and impart client information to everybody from 

merchants and providers to technical support and advertising directors.  

 

Making this data accessible inside not just reinforces the connections that hold your business 

together yet, in addition, keeps clients upbeat. It enables you to give a consistent multi-channel 

client experience overall purposes of contact.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Chapter – 4 
 

 

 

 

Analysis and Findings  

 

 



4.1 Customer Relationship Management of Robi Axita Limited   

CRM are strategies that associations use to interface with customers. The strategies consolidate 

agent getting ready and outstanding reason CRM programming. There is an emphasis on 

managing to move toward customer phone calls and email, despite the fact that the information 

assembled by CRM programming may in like manner be used for headway, and audits, for 

instance, those reviewing shopper dedication. Exercises normally miss the mark since use was 

limited to programming foundation, without giving the exceptional circumstance, sponsorship, 

and cognizance for laborers to learn. Instruments for Customer Relationship the board should be 

completed "just after an especially imagined strategy and operational plan are set up". CRM is 

an industry term for programming game plans that help associations administer customer 

associations in a dealt with and controlled way. The ordinary model could be the customer 

database containing complete information and nuances, which the association the officials and 

arrangements office workforce gets to. They use this data to deliberately pitch various things to 

customers, dependent upon customer essentials, connect with them for new thing dispatches, etc 

anyway phone calls and email. Client Relationship the administrators (CRM) is an extensively 

seen, comprehensively completed approach for administering and supporting Robi Axita 

Limited coordinated efforts with customers and arrangements prospects. "A thing's position is 

the means by which potential buyers see the thing". Forceful Positioning is buyer exhibiting 

engaged, focused on cutting through the encompassing "noise" and working up a preview of 

authentic contact with the proposed recipient. Robi Axita Limited passes on grandstand driven 

brand systems that are engaged at keeping their clients' picture isolated, matching progressive 

organization and various Organizations. Advancing the arrangement of Robi Axita Limited 

nuances the imperative exercises to achieve at any rate one grandstand objectives for its things 

and organizations. The commendable assessment of a publicizing plan appears as spending 

plans. Along these lines, the Marketing plan and spending plan address an unequivocal 

projection of exercises and expected results exactly. The skirmish of is Robi Axita Limited 

worked by choosing the uniting theme around. It is an essential bit of the inventive method, as it 

establishes the pace that will be used. These campaign plans are a present minute in nature, truly 

are done on a yearly premise. Arrangements the board is the satisfaction of Data Path Limited 

arrangements goals effectively and profitably through organizing, staffing, getting ready, driving 

and controlling various leveled resources.  



4.2 CRM Analysis   

Client Relationship Management (CRM), generally called relationship advancing or customer 

the board, is an information development industry term for the ways of thinking, frameworks, 

programming, and other electronic capacities used to empower a dare to orchestrate and 

administer customer associations. The goal of CRM is to help relationship in better observing 

each customer's motivating force to the association while improving the efficiency and 

practicality of correspondence. CRM gets, explores, and spreads each and every significant 

datum from customer and prospect associations with everyone in the affiliation. This course of 

information empowers a relationship to all the more probable meet customer, thing, and 

organization needs. CRM has replaced ordinary displaying strategies that focused on key 

publicizing mix segments, for instance, thing, worth, progression, and spot. By being 

excessively for all intents and purposes based, ordinary displaying techniques expelled the 

customer in the after-bargains strategy and fail to meet customers' needs. CRM underscores 

customer upkeep over customer obtainment and is seen as a champion among the most sensible 

instruments used to support an association's accomplishment in the significantly forceful 

business world. There are three significant locales that accentuation on customer reliability:  

• Sales.   

• Marketing.  

• Service.   

The convenience of and between these three fields is essential to adequately partner an 

association's front and back work environments to empower effectively, adventure wide 

coordination. The master arrangements force predicts and propose the ceaseless assessment of 

information and flows this information to the association and partners. Displaying centers 

around altering customer tendencies and offering them satisfying experiences. The organization 

is identified with the associations' call centers and encourages the association between Web, 

email, and other correspondence Medias. These fields have become further with the help of 

CRM robotizatio 



4.4 Goals of CRM   

 

The target of CRM is to outfit the ability to talk with customers through any media they pick 

and pass on information to customers consistently. While doing this, the CRM Software 

should dismember and give an absolute point of view on the customer's direct principles, at 

various times trades to deals reps to offer the best course of action/thing to the customer. In 

the present mentioning business circumstance, altered focus and thought with respect to 

every customer is fundamental to get endurance and trust from customers. Redone 

organization and thought is a verifiable necessity to sufficiently drive up arrangements. To 

improve associations among customers and companions workforce CRM programming uses 

each possible channel of info and correspondence. Today, every media is abused to achieve 

a more elevated amount of association. Basic area centers are sans toll calls, Internet, Kiosk 

terminals and most understood generally is SMS. With Internet-based joint effort being well 

known, electronic CRM writing computer programs is a certain prerequisite today. 

Associations today are seeing ways to deal with give more information through personal 

growth organizations, which are conventionally on the web. These are help-work zone 

centers, information downloads or new thing revives into your letter drop, etc.  

 

4.5 Present CRM activities of Robi Axita Limited  

 

At the hour of understudy have an encounter some CRM exercises performed by the individuals 

of Robi Axita Limited. The front work area saves some handout containing diverse data around 

a few store accounts. The board additionally set an objective of store to accomplish for each 

representative which quickens the CRM exercises performed by every person.  

 

 

 



4.6 Successful CRM Strategy of Robi Axita Limited   

 

In the focused business world, a fruitful CRM methodology is urgent for any money related 

organization since the present clients are particularly unique to acknowledge any item or 

administration to satisfy the need and need. Robi Axita Limited has made an effective CRM 

procedure to perform business exercises and to serve the client superior to its rivals.  

 

4.6.1 Customer-Focused Organization and Infrastructure  

 

Robi Axita Limited put confidence in inside social limits can curb correspondence and 

coordination among divisions and whipping corporate-level exhibiting goals. The administrators 

underline on alter arrangements and organization rehearses around customer associations rather 

than around social affairs of things. On the symptomatic side, it has a single, undertaking a wide 

point of view on the customer spreading in general touch centers and structures. Data and key 

estimations from arranged workplaces are balanced, common and consolidated in a run of the 

mill field.  

 

4.6.2 Advantageous by Accurate Picture of Its Customer Category  

 

To improve and recognize chance with strategically pitch and up-sell, Robi Axita Limited 

attempts to comprehend the interesting qualities of each market portion in an inexorably divided 

commercial center. Robi Axita Limited focuses on its client by giving different items and 

administration as indicated by the client purchasing behavior and taking administration. Robi 

Axita Limited consistently watches the changing business sector and creates proper and 

administration to serve the dynamic client in the focused business field. 

 

 



4.6.3 Accurately Assess the Lifetime Value of its Customer   

 

Robi Axita Limited weights on verifying customer whole deal lifetime regard rather than present regard. 

It believes customers just start from school might be not really productive at this moment. Without did 

not understand lifetime regard, Robi Axita Limited faces the likelihood to take shallow exercises that 

coincidentally head out customers close by their potential regard.  

 

4.6.4 Emphasize on Maximizing Profit of Each Customer Relationship  

 

Robi Axita Limited is looking like at no other time toward growing profit by existing customers, 

rather than foreseeing that new customers ought to speak to improvement. Holding existing 

customers is less difficult and less over the top than pulling in new ones. Ordinarily, Robi Axita 

Limited is particularly enthusiastic about deliberately pitching a grouping of budgetary things 

and organizations to an existing customer. 

 

 

4.6.5 Developing how to Create and Keep its Existing Customer   

 

To assemble pace of benefit for exhibiting endeavors, publicizing strategies of Robi Axita 

Limited have been made subject to a careful and extensive understanding of the Robi Axita 

Limited customers over each and every viable district and contact channels. 

• Reward your clients. Send them a blessing, furnish them with a lead; help them 

produce business.  

• Utilize your clients' administrations and purchase their items. There is no better 

method to manufacture devotion.  

• Send cards to say thanks. Ensure they are manually written and sent speedily. 

Dwindle Drucker credited a lot of his prosperity to the way that he conveyed 12 notes to 

say thanks each day.  



• Return customer telephone calls instantly. Since such a significant number of 

individuals don't return calls, you consequently increase a favorable position when you 

do. 

• Do what you state you will do.  

• Do things when you state you will do them. 

 

 

4.7 Relationships promoting as the premise to shape CRM   

Relationship advancing was first portrayed as a sort of exhibiting made from direct response 

promoting endeavors which underline customer support and satisfaction, instead of a 

predominant focus on arrangements trades. As a preparation, relationship displaying shifts from 

various kinds of exhibiting in that it sees the whole deal estimation of customer associations and 

expands correspondence past interfering publicizing and arrangements exceptional messages.  

The assistance of whole deal relationship transforms into a central turn of exhibiting, and the 

recording-breaking relationship publicizing points out that customers to have the best effect 

subsequent to advancing courses of action. Displaying isn't any increasingly drawn-out observed 

as business activity structure including only customers' wants, esteem fixing and support 

similarly as in the business segments. It is a continuously befuddling method, which stresses 

advancing mix segments, yet likewise, upkeep, support and bracing of relationship with other 

market individuals. One of the essential models of relationship displaying is a prologue to a 

customer, for instance, the revelation of customers' needs, appropriate reaction to them and their 

protection on the grounds that to pull in new customers is dynamically exorbitant. Relationship 

models should be associated where the utilization of customers' in draft and preservation can be 

effectively perceived. It can demonstrate gainful information about the utilization of 

organization use (obtaining) experienced by customers, changes in customers' number, and 

changes of each customer's organization application. 

 

 

 



4.8 Implementation of CRM in Robi Axita Limited  

 

4.8.1 CRM Strategy and Evaluation of Current Situation inside Robi Axita 

limited  

 

For the utilization of CRM, Robi Axita Limited watches and examinations the changing 

business segment situation. It by and large tries to make strong customer relationship with the 

customer, examination wrong decision and frustrations inside the affiliation and its opponents, 

keep up an extraordinary relationship with its key associate to set up amazing Customer 

Relationship.  

 

4.8.2 Formation of CRM System   

 

The task of Robi Axita Limited is an abstract financially savvy and profitable organization of 

customers. To accomplish the target, it gives more thought to such regard - making suggests 

related to customers' organization as selling progression, steadfastness improvement, data 

gathering customers' division, customers' organization.  

 

4.8.3 Communication Channel of Interaction   

 

Robi Axita Limited makes ensure the creative working of CRM similarly as it grants genuine 

assessment of the information improvement of customers' databases. Robi Axita 

Limitedassembles some portion of information from customers at whatever point things are 

being sold and advantages are being passed on to the customer.  

 

 

 

 



4.8.4 Employees and its Organization Staff   

 

Having picked CRM as an essential medium, it invades inside a whole affiliation and remains in 

the point of convergence of thought in any activity of an affiliation. Delegates of Robi Axita 

Limited furthermore need to consistently give figured how everyone should carry on to improve 

the relationship with customers. In the model these pieces of CRM creation are showed up as 

guaranteeing structure's working where agents need to set up the examination of a situation as to 

figure system, action plans well as to control structure's profitability and reasonability.  

 

4.8.5 Process  

It is critical to choose how Robi Axita Limited methods should function and what components 

can affect the triumphs of this establishment. CRM adventure is accomplished for a whole 

relationship, thusly it relates to a lot of presents and new systems of an endeavor. Considering it 

similarly starts social changes, coordination to new conditions, CRM undertaking of Robi Axita 

Limited is related to streamlining of affiliation techniques and the leading body of changes 

 

4.8.6 Information Technology   

 

Robi Axita Limited underlines brisk and basic accessibility of accumulated information; the 

transparency of information from geographically remote zones, improvement of work time use, 

diminishing of the negative impact of delegates' change: by techniques for CRM system, the 

help of the association between a customer and organization director is recognized by any 

correspondence media. Information about thing and organization of Robi Axita Limited by using 

post, email, phone calls, the Internet, particular visits and these segments are basic both in 

preservationist and relationship publicizing meaning. Speedy and convincing Customer 

Relationship the administrators will depend upon suitably-picked developments.  

 

 

 



4.8.7 Investment and Anticipated Profit 

 

Robi Axita Limited places money into CRM which are constrained by different conditions 

related to executing CRM to predict advantage present and future time. The proportion of 

endeavors into CRM depends upon the going with factors Interests in IT programming and gear. 

Ventures into another activity the substance of which is CRM improvement and application, 

advancement.  

Assets that will be basic in directing changes. Consumption of CRM system buyers' preparation.  
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   Conclusion 

 



5.1 Findings of the Study   

 

Customer Relationship Management Of Telecom Industry in e Important Factor of the study is 

discussed below:   

• Robi Axita Limited has a preparation establishment to assemble a superior workforce 

that keeps up a better client relationship. Be that as it may, there is an absence of 

appropriate preparing.   

• It has built up a powerful correspondence medium to keep up client relationship with the 

executives. It has an absence of client receptive to convey administration to the client yet 

it is critical to keep up a better client relationship.   

• Management accentuates on adjust deals and administration practices around client 

connections instead of around gatherings of items.   

• Robi Axita Limited is looking like at no other time toward extending profit by existing 

customers, rather than foreseeing that new customers ought to speak to advancement. 

Holding existing customers is more straightforward and less over the top.   

• Robi Axita Limited does not concern much in SME financing and default credit is a lot 

higher.   

• Robi Axita Limited ought to have an examination and new item advancement office, 

however, there is less extent of this exploration.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

5.2 Recommendations  

This study on the above information also found some following recommendations that can be 

added:   

 

• Robi Axita Limited is an organization orchestrated cash related foundation. It is a 

business advantage depends upon its organization quality and better Customer 

Relationship the load up that is the reason master constantly should think about their 

organization quality and new Time-arranged organizations to serve the customer better 

way.   

• The whole division ought to be all around educated in regards to their objectives and 

goals to give a superior client relationship. To fabricate long haul relationship Robi Axita 

Limited should give dependable client support.   

• The compensation bundle must be alluring to keep the best representatives and they 

ought to be treated as a client to give long haul client relationship.   

• In the office, it is important to execute a cutting edge framework rather than a customary 

framework that encourages an association to give better CRM condition. It ought to be 

more mechanized correspondence framework to give better consumer loyalty.   

• The software should be climbed to give lively help from the customer.   

• In development with the present organizations, they should join more organizations. It is 

truly expected to give more organizations to customers to fight in the market.   

• Facilities of charge and MasterCard’s ought to be expanded and the imaginative item 

should be created to serve the dynamic client   

• Online exchange framework ought to be progressively refined to impart the client better 

way.  

 

 



 

 

5.3 Conclusion  

Robi Axita Limited is the most basic budgetary association for the money related improvement 

of any country. It gives advance and hypothesis to a considerable number of individuals, firms, 

and families and moreover for certain units of government. It is broadly acknowledged this most 

significant budgetary foundation ought to be modernized and complex to give legitimate CRM 

condition since client relationship the board is extremely essential to serving the client better 

route in the aggressive business field. CRM amasses resources around customer associations 

instead of thing social affairs and develops practices that lift the estimation of lifetime 

associations.   

From perception and by examining different information it has discovered that the current state 

of CRM of Robi Axita Limited is well yet the association should present successful online 

exchange framework inventive item or administration to give better consumer loyalty. By 

creating compelling correspondence media of Robi Axita Limited can speak with the client in 

the legitimate time that encourages the association to develop lifetime client association with the 

significant client.   

Again the methodology of some other time of information development, Robi Axita Limited has 

changed the strategies for an ordinary system that made it forceful in the re-appropriating 

industry. In a perfect world, this affiliation will continue with their general execution in future 

and expect an imperative employment in the national economy.  
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